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v Ratioincrement/ 
harvesting NFI data: 66%

Rule of law to promote close to nature, low intensity forestry system

Naturalness unit Total
Virgin / primary, no human intervention ha 29.209,49 (0,4%)

Cvasi-virgin / secondary natural type,  scarce interventions ha 54.610,60 (0,6%)

Fundamental natural type, based on natural regeneration ha 5.314.469,98 (76,7%)

Natural modified, partly or totally modified vegetation ha 854.319,64 (12,3%)

Artificial, autochthone species adapted to site ha 572.361,46 (8,3%)

Artificial, autochthone species, not adapted to site ha 62.813,43 (0,9%)

Undefined (different degree of naturalness) ha 41.262,82 (0,6%)

Total
ha 6.929.047,44 (100%)

EE[%] 1,034

Species
% ratio 

increment/
harvesting

Coniferous 76%
Beech 67%
Oaks 58%
Other broadleaves 
hardwood 54%
Other broadleaves 
softwood 56%

Total 66%

v High degree of naturalness, artificial stands are rather exceptions



Twice as many trees per hectare as in the German 
site for the same age.

Low intensity thinning: by law: 11 to 18% of the 
volume 

Between 60 (80) and 90 (110): any intervention in 
the stands (“leave period” “sanitation 
period”)

The productivity in Romanian production forests 
was 20 % lower than in Germany despite 
a similar fertility.

Provided the difference in rotation length, two 
crops are harvested in Germany when 
only one is harvested in Romania.

Romanian forest rules result in low intensity forest management 
system 

e.g. Norway spruce and beech forests (Bouriaud et al., 2016) (cut and leave system)

Rules effect: Limit productivity, but increased naturalness  and period of no intervention 



… with costs transferred to owners, managers or communities

Forest Management Planning as 
main regulatory instrument

• Assignment of up to 3 functional categories 
(i.e. forest ecosystem services)

• Calculates the annual allowable cut for each 
sylvicultural system (SUP) considering the 
average annual growth

• Operational plan for silvicultural works 
(afforestation, tending, thinning, sanitation 
cuttings, natural regeneration and conservation)
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…….at the owners’ costs:

• State subsidise the costs of monitoring 
forests against illegal logging for 
parcels that are smaller than 30 ha

• No other financial instruments 
addressing operational forest 
management

• National compensation mechanisms 
for forests in no intervention zones (TI 
-3%) and in conservation (TII- 21%): 

• compensation mechanisms for PFO 
are included in the forest act since 
2008 but the mechanisms for payment 
were established only in 2017 and 
payed only in that year

Complex technical forestry, pushed forward 
through laws,  subsidiary legislation and FMP



A Forestry system dominated by technical  prescriptions

Adherence to rules and regulation:  socialist legacy of strong technical forestry (Lawrence, 2009) or normativism
(Brukas et al, 2012)

The state by tradition  relies on command and controls instruments.

Solutions to protect the forests (Bouriaud, 2009): 
1. Property rule: State retains the ownership on most 

valuable forests
2. Liability rule: State make landowners liable for any 

damage to the valuable forests
3. Contractual rule: State pays landowners for protecting 

the valuable forests

Mandatory forest management planning:
Long production cycles – rotation of 90-140 years 
Long regeneration periods (15-30 years)
Clear cuts limited to 3 ha and only possible for Norway spruce
Designed every 10 years by an authorised planning company and approved by the governmental authority



(Nichiforel et al, 2018,  How private are European Forests?  Land Use Policy)

Strong adherence 
to 
GOVERNMENTAL
norms and 
regulations in forest 
management

Higher emphasis 
on VOLUNTARY 
and market based 
policy instruments
in forest 
management

…amongst the most regulatory legal frames in Europe



… setting management goals and implementing management operations is out of 
owners’ control

Prescriptive forest 
management goals

“Freedom with 
responsibilities”

(Nichiforel et al, 2018, Land use policy)

No influence on the 
amount to be 
harvested, that is 
entirely the result of 
forest management 
planning

the owner is 
allowed to decide 
the amount, some 
restrictions being 
imposed in some 
particular cases



The number of laws and subsequent legislation is in continuous 
modification as result of political instability

Forest Codes: 1996, 2008, substantially modified 2015; since then, modified 7 times

1990-2020:  456 acts with ‘silvic’ in title

2000-2020: 141 acts with ‘forest regime’ in 
text

2017, adopted forest legislation: 20 forest acts 
(5 laws)



The number of laws and subsequent legislation: no strategic view

(There is no social consensus about what the forest resource should be used for? 
(Abrudan, 2015)

Ex: There is no red line on Rules of timber selling system from public forests: 
7 Regulation acts: 1995, 1998, 2004 (modified once), 2006, (modified 2010, 2011), 2015
(modified once), 2016, 2017 (modified 2019)



Illustrating the regulatory frame with Timber traceability – from Forest 
management planning to Estimation act and Transportation act

…  a heavy documentation:
Amenajament - Planul decenal; 

Delegație de marcare/ Delegation of authority for marking
Carnet de inventariere; / Inventory list
Lista înălțimilor (diametru med central); /Height list
Lista arborilor escari; / Died trees list
Raportul de activitate (pe delegația respectiva); / Activity report
Procesul verbal de stabilire a distantei de scos-apropiat; / Proces-verbal on forwarding distance

APV  (Estimation act)
Schița parchetului cu înscriere coordonate parchet si platforma primara; (organizare licitație) 
Contractul de vanzare-cumparare masa lemnoasa pe picior, inclusiv esalonarea; 
Autorizație de exploatare; / Harvesting authorisation
Proces-verbal predare- primire parchet cu anexe, de ex. tehnologie exploatare, declaratie mediu protejare cursuri de apa; 
Proces verbal de control preventiv de exploatare (o data la doua luni inginerul si lunar raportul padurarului); 
Proces verbal de reprimire parchet, cu anexe FSC eventual. 
Documentatie NTSM – norme tehnice de securitatea muncii, cuprinde și PSI și o Declaratie de mediu.  

Avize de expediție (Transportation acts) inregistrate in SUMAL agent.



Tones of paper printed, stamped, mailed, but NO information, and 
little feed-back to compliance objective

- Imposed paper work: not 
correlated with business 
needs; does not offer back 
relevant information for 
corrective actions

- More than 15 legal forms 
(often with Annexes), 19 
procedures, and 11 
interactions for harvesting in 
a normal, mature forests

Huge paper work: a chain of papers from marking to delivering wood 
to market, only to comply with the legal norms



Case study:
Windstorm on 1,6 hectares, small scale property WITH FMP

84 days
19 procedures

Action FD Office Field Forest guard
Day 1 Request for marking trees - standardized form X
Day 2
Day 3 Respond to the request X
Day 4
Day 5 Forest district cheef issues marking permit X
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8 Marking and measuring the trees: 3 people + forest owner X
Day 9 & making photo documentation X
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12 Forest inventory data prepared X
Day 13 Introducing the data into SUMAL - INVENTORY DOCUMENT (APV) X
Day 14
Day 15 Internal check on the field of the inventory data X
Day 16 Signing the verification document - standardized form X
Day 17 Notification to Forest Guard regarding the APV + relevant photo X

LevelWindstorm on 1,6 hectares, small scale property WITH FMP

Day 18 Field visit with representative of Forest Guard, management planner and Forest District X
Day 19 X X
Day 20
Day 21
Day 22
Day 23
Day 24 Forest district issues documentation to justify the need to harvest the trees X X
Day 25 Legal time for the authority to respond = 15 days
Day 26
Day 27
Day 28
Day 29
Day 30
Day 31
Day 32
Day 33
Day 34
Day 35
Day 36
Day 37
Day 38
Day 39
Day 40
Day 41 Forest Guard issues permits X

The volume of the windstorm is larger than 20% of standing volume - special derogation is needed

The volume approved to be harvested is larger than remaining AAC in FMP
FD Office Forest guard Ministry

Day 42 New procedure initiated for a derogation from FMP X
Day 43
Day 44
Day 45
Day 46 New documentation sent to Forest Guard X X
Day 47 Legal time for the authority to respond = 20 days
Day 48
Day 49
Day 50
Day 51
Day 52
Day 53
Day 54
Day 55
Day 56
Day 57
Day 58

Day 59

Day 60
Day 61
Day 62
Day 63
Day 64
Day 65
Day 66 Forest Guard issues decision that AAC can be adjusted, but.. X
Day 67 in 5 days a documentation has to be sent at the ministry
Day 68
Day 69
Day 70
Day 71
Day 72
Day 73 The documentation is sent at the ministry X
Day 74
Day 75
Day 76
Day 77
Day 78
Day 79
Day 80
Day 81
Day 82
Day 83 Ministry approves the request to adjust the AAC X

Day 84 The inventory document is finally approved and the harvesting is authorised in SUMAL X

Level



A heavy regulatory frame leads to corruption and vulnerabilities
Ø Corruption vulnerabilities and inefficient sanctioning mechanisms (Bouriaud and Marzano, 2014). Vulnerable people 

versus corrupted people. Timber robbery cannot be distinguished at the present state from irregular cuttings and 
from corruption-related practices.

Ø Failure of control (efficient/effective). Paper control instead on forest control. Focusing control on standing volumes 
and flow (extractions) needs accurate estimation of standing timber and sold timber, which is not the case.

Sources: Ecopolis, 2012 and Green Peace 2017, 2018

2017: 
Prosecuted: 20.835 cazuri; 
Solved: 5.467 de cazuri (26,24%). 
Sent to courts: 605 (11,07%)

2016: 
Prosecuted: 18107 cazuri; 
Solved: 5.447 de cazuri (30.08%). 
Sent to Courts: 597 (10.96%)
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CENTRUL PENTRU POLITICI DURABILE ECOPOLIS
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Ø Failure to benefit from modern 
technologies of monitoring (video camera, 
image detection of volume, timbermeter-
type of control) 

Ø Failure to spread out simple means already 
in use as best practices (barriers on forest 
roads with a program of wood delivery from 
forests, standardized log length, video 
recording of sensitive forest operations). 



A heavy regulatory frame leads to neglecting social needs and 
consequently informal feed-back loop develops
Forest landowners’ needs
Ø 386 thousand ha heavily degraded, 38 thousands clear-cut in 1990-2000 (most of them still without proper measures of 

ecological restoration/ regeneration); half of million ha with fuzzy ownership situation (unknown owner); 

Ø owners would rather take the needed (fire) wood from their own land in avoiding bureaucratic procedures they cannot 
comply with at a reasonable cost; 

Ø This qualify as ‘illegal logging’ : omitting to comply with the rules (as compared with “autoconsommation” and irregular 
cuttings – omitting to declare that justify most of  the difference of the NFI data in France and Germany, e.g. 19 million cm) 

 REVISTA PĂDURILOR 000(0) (2000) 000–000 
 
et al.: Sunt datele publice privind recoltarea și utilizarea lemnului în România corelate?... 
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înregistrării acestei diferențe (în condițiile în care la baza estimării stau date asumate oficial de 
Guvern și presupuneri rezonabile) necesită investigații suplimentare, mai ales având în vedere 
necesitatea acută a acestor informații pentru demersul programatic din domeniul silviculturii și al 
utilizării surselor regenerabile de energie. 

 

Figura 3. Estimarea disponibilului de lemn ce poate fi utilizat pentru scopuri energetice, provenit din 
sectorul silvic (2018). 

Estimarea potențialului în ceea ce privește producția de biomasă solidă din silvicultură este 
prezentată sugestiv, pentru anul 2018, în Figura 3. Figura indică, cu toate limitările de rigoare 
legate de explicitarea datelor o necorelare importantă între datele INS privitoare la consumul și 
producția de biomasă pentru energie din sectorul silvic. Tabloul este completat de recentele 
interpretări și discuții [20] pe marginea valorilor oferite de INS.  

 

4. CONCLUZII 
A. Sub aspectul informațiilor: 

- La nivel național, informațiile prezentate de ambele surse, INS și IFN arată că demersul de 
gestionare și exploatare a pădurilor în România este sustenabil din punct de vedere al ratei 
extragerilor raportate la creșterea curentă. Volumele îndepărtate din pădure reprezintă 62% 
din creșterea curentă dacă luăm ca referință valorile de recoltă și creștere raportate de IFN 
[21,22]. La nivelul Uniunii Europene, acest indicator variază între 37% pentru Slovenia și 
101% pentru Suedia, având o medie europeană de 72% [23]; 

- Între cantitatea de lemn care este îndepărtată anual din pădure (raportată de IFN) și 
cantitatea de lemn exploatată (raportată de INS) există o diferență semnificativă, fiind 
necesare eforturi pentru explicarea ei. Situația din România nu este singulară, existând 
diferențe semnificative și în Franța- cca 10 milioane mc [24]- și Germania - cca. 19 milioane 

Ø The Forest Code and in general, the current regulatory 
system do not address the stressing firewood needs. 

Ø Not yet a solution for the firewood consumption that 
equals the official Romanian timber production. High 
firewood demand empowers the local (informal) 
networking of accessing wood resource

***. Huge firewood demand do not exclude the existence of 
illegal logging of timber for industrial purposes! Popa et al., 2020



A heavy regulatory frame leads to failures in cross-sectorial coordination

Late and not-yet finished correlation between the forest management plans and environmental regulation
o Overlapping and in-progress process of harmonizing environmental and forestry regulation while establishing forest 

management plans (not enough research data – legal norm driven silviculture, versus experimental and learning)

Completely decoupled regulation between the agricultural sector and forest sector
o Bureaucratic process and very restrictive rules for afforestation of agricultural lands;
o Purpose of intent in maintaining an open landscape: payments for cleaning the bushed and the forest vegetation versus 

forest-related restrictions on land management

A marginal contribution of forest sector in defining energy policies
o firewood represents a huge part of Romanian contribution in green energy production
o No consideration of energy poverty and vulnerable client while heating system is based on firewood.

No real advancement in improving the enforcement of forest legislation through cooperation with prosecution institutions
o Despite of including the forest protection as a issue of national security interest (2015), a systemic approach of illegal logging 

as a corruption-related phenomenon is still on the way
o The Forest Code modification in 2020 allows a wider definition of the penal cases
o The strong political and societal debate about an ”Anticorruption Department for Forests” may be the sign of raising 

awareness about the need to approach the forest legislation compliance in a systematic (cross-sectorial) way



Is there a future for regulatory and normative approach?
We are interested in results, not in complying with procedures!

1. New paradigm is definitely needed (better protection, better use)

2. Pros and cons of the current normative approach:
• Low intensity, naturalness, but need to integrate the social needs and to address climate change 

challenges
• The rigorous technical background needs a refreshment from research, at least in two areas: 

• which silvicultural measures for more diverse stands (as compared with 60’ies); Which type of forestry to address the 
functional zoning (e.g. how to regenerate conservation forest TII without practicing clear cuts, how to regenerate the 
recreation forest without offending the large public)

• How to integrate modern biomass estimation methods and techniques in the current regulation, to achieve more 
accurate and less time consuming estimation methods.

Any further continuation on the ‘strengthening the rule of law’ with more rules will lead to a major 
lockdown of any forestry activities (e.g. SUMAL 2.0., private forest management, windthrows wood 
extraction). Applying the norms is killing forest profession creativity and is the major barrier to any 
climate change adaptation (Bouriaud et al., 2015). Tird party evaluation should facilitate learning.

3. The advantage of regulation based on rigorous technical norms should be combined with 
local flexibility in forest management and with tailor-made solutions taking into account the 
form of ownership. We need a good flow of rules, but a point-of-entry system control.
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